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???? 2.4 ??? 2 ??????????????????????
????? 2.4 ???????????????? 3 ???? (?? A?
B?C ?????????????? A??B??C?) ????????
?????????????????????????? 2 ?????
??? (? 2.4 ???????A???B???????????)??
? A??? B?????????????? (?? AB) ??????
?????????????? 2 ??????????? (??A'??
? B') ??????? A'??? B'??????? (?? A'B') ???
????AB???A'B'????? ® ( 0 · ® · 1 ) ????????
x???? x ???????? x???? x' ????????????
?????????? ® ??????????? AB??? A'B'??
????????????????????????????????
?????????????? (? 2.4 ??????? BC ?????
? CA ) ????????????????????????????
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????MappedPixelOf(pixel) ???????? image'???? pixel
?????????????????R ??????????????
???????????????????? (??) ?????????
???? 1 ??????? image ???????????? (pixel) ?
?????????????????????? ? 2 ???? 13 ??
??????????
? 2 ????? 4 ???????????? totalDistortion, totalInv-
Distance, distance ????????
? 5 ?????image ?????????? (pixelm) ????????
? 6 ?????pixelm ? pixel ??? (distance) ?????? 7 ??
????? distance ? R ???????? (pixelm ? pixel ????
??) ?? ? 8 ???? 10 ?????????????? (pixelm) ?
?? (pixel) ????????????? 8 ??????? (pixelm) ?
distotion (?? pixelm ??????? pixelm ???????????
????) ? totalDistortion ?????? 9 ??????? pixelm ?
?? pixel ?????? (?? pixelm ?????????????) ?
totalInvDistance ?????? 11 ??????? pixel ??????
??????? pixelm ?????????????????????
? pixel ???????????? (???????????????
????????????????????????????????
??) ?? 12 ??????? pixel ????????????????
pixelm ?????????????????????????????
?????????? 2.3 (f) ????
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1. while(pixel in image which doesn't have a disparity map exists) f
2. var totalDistortion = (0,0);
3. var totalInvDistance = 0;
4. var distance;
5. for(each pixelm in image which has a disparity map) f
6. distance = || PositionOf(pixelm) - PositionOf(pixel) ||;
7. if (distance ¸ R) continue;
8. totalDistortion +=
PositionOf(MappedPixelOf(pixelm)) - PositionOf(pixelm);
9. totalInvDistance += 1 / distance;
10. g
11. if (totalInvDistance == 0) continue;
12. PositionOf(MappedPixelOf(pixel))) =
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? 2.10???????2.2?????????????? 2.1??? 4??
??????????????? (??????????) ????????
?????????????? 25 % ??????? 2.11 ????????
????????????? 2.12 ???????????????? [7][11]
????????????? 2.12 ??????????????4 ????
???????????? 2 ??????????????????
? 2.10: ??????????????????? (?????????)
????????????? 2.10 ?????4 ????????????
????????????????????????????????? 2.13
(a) (b) ?????????????????? 2.13 (a) ?????????
???????????? (? 2.10 ) ??????????????????
?????????????? 2.13 (b) ????????????????
?????? (? 2.12) ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 2.13 (a) ??
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? 2.12: ????????????????? (?????????)
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? 2.13: ????????????????
? 2.14 (b) ??? 2.14 (a) ??? 4 ?????????????????









????? 2.1 ???????MPU (Micro Processing Unit): PentiumII1 266
MHz????: 96?MByte?OS (Operating System): WindowsNT2 4.0?3D
API(Application Program Interface): OpenGL?3D???????: PERMEDIA-
II3??????: 410 £ 400 ????
1Pentium ??? Intel ??????
2WindowNT ??? Microsoft ???????
3PERMEDIA ? ? 3D Labs ???????
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? 2.1: ????????????????





????? 410 £ 400
? 2.15 ?????????? 3D ??????????????????
???????????? 2.2 ?????????????????????
??? 1 ???????????????????? 82 ms ????? 12 ?
???????????????????????PERMEDIA-II ?????
??????????? 3D Accelerator ????????????????
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? 3.2 (a) ??? 3.1 ???? 1 ???????????????????
????? A ?????? B ?????????? A ? ????? B ?
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????? A ?????? B ???????????????
?????????????????? 3.2 (a) ???? ????? A ??
???????????? B ?????????????????????
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????????????? A ????????? B ??????????
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? A ??????????? B ????????????? A ?????
?? (e)?????????????? A ????????????????
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B ??????????????????????????? B ?????
???? (f)?????????????? (g)???????? A ????
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????????? (????????????) ? WSDL ????
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² Basic Type Transformer
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? 3.7: GUI ??????????
1. ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????






























? 3.4 ???????????????? (??????????????
????????) ??GUI ?????????????? 3.8 ??????






?????????XML ??????? String ???????????
?? String ??????????????????
2. ??? XML ??????????????? XML ????????
?????? Argument Decoder ?????????????????
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??????????????????? (Type Transformer) ????
????????????? (Data Transformer)??????????
























?) ??????.???????????????????? XML ?
?????????????????????? XML Schema ???
? (??????) ??????????????????
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????????????????????????? Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz
CPU ? 2 ?????????1GB ????????? Dell2 2650 ?????
?? OS ?? Red Hat3 Linux 7.3 ?????????????????/??
???? Java JDK 1.5.02 ?????
? 3.11: ?????????????????????
2Dell ??? Dell ???????










???????????????Servlet ? Web Container ??? Apache ?
Tomcat 5.5.9 ??SOAP[74] ??????? Apache ? Axis (1.2RC3) ???
???????????????????????MySQL 4.1.14????Java
????????? MySQL ????? O/R Mapper (Objects to Relational








???????????????????? 3.95 sec ???? (??? 100 ?
?????????)?????????????? 12.0 %????????
??????? 38.4 %???????????? 11.0 %?????????
























??????100 ????????????? 1 ????????????
???? (????????????????????) ?????????
??????????? (1, 2, 4, 8) ?????????????? 1 ???
??????????
???????? 1 ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????, ? 801 ms
???????????????????????? 2, 4, 6, 8 ??????
?????????917 ms, 3223 ms, 6393 ms, 7303 ms??????
??????????????????????????? 3.13?????
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(b)+(f) ? 5 ms ???????????????????????????
???? (c)+(e) ? 1069ms ????????????????? 99.53 % ?



















????????????????? 7 ????????? 1100 ms ???
?????????????????????????????? (c)+(e) ?
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?????? XML ???????? SOAP ?????????? XML ?































??????????????? [32]?? 4.1 ??????????????




??????????????????? A ?????????? A ???
?????????? B ???????????????????????
?? (? 4.1 ??? C)????????????????????????

































































Rijm : ??? i ???????? (??????) j ????? m ????
???
D(Rijm) : ???? Rijm ????
DE(Rijm) : ??? i ????????? Rijm ?????????
DS(Rijm) : ??? i ????????? Rijm ?????????
V (Rijm) : ???? Rijm ????
Pjkn : ??? j ?????? k ???? n ?????
D(Pjkn) : ?? Pjkn ????
DE(Pjkn) : ??? k ??????? Pjkn ?????????
DS(Pjkn) : ??? k ??????? Pjkn ?????????
V (Pjkn) : ?? Pjkn ????
IP (i; Rijm; f)/ IR(i; Rijm; f) :
???? Rijm ????? f ????/????????????? i?
???/?????????/??
IP (j; Rijm; f)/ IR(j; Rijm; f) :
???? Rijm ????? f ????/????????????? j
????/?????????/??
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IP (j; Pjkn; f)/ IR(j; Pjkn; f) :
?? Pjkn ????? f ????/????????????? j ??
??/?????????/??
IP (k; Pjkn; f)/ IR(k; Pjkn; f) :
?? Pjkn ????? f ????/????????????? k ??
??/?????????
Cxe : ??? x ? e ????????????
??









Max(§ijkmnf jD(Rijm)¡D(Pjkn)j ¢ v(Rijm; Pjkn; f)) (4.1)
???
????????????????
1. ?????????????????? (? 4.2?? 4.4)
2. ????????????????????????????????
?? (? 4.5?? 4.6)
3. ?????????????????????? (? 4.7?? 4.16)
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v(Rijm; Pjkn; f) ¸ 0 (4.2)
V (Rijm) ¸ §knfv(Rijm; Pjkn; f) (4.3)
V (Pjkn) ¸ §imfv(Rijm; Pjkn; f) (4.4)
Cxe ¸ §jkmnfv(Rxjm; Pjkn; f) + §ijmnfv(Rijm; Pjxn; f)
where Cxe ¸ 0 && D(Rxjm) · e < f &&f < e · D(Pjxn) (4.5)
Cxe · ¡§jkmnfv(Rxjm; Pjkn; f)¡ §ijmnfv(Rijm; Pjxn; f)
where Cxe < 0 && f < e · D(Rxjm) &&D(Pjxn) · e < f (4.6)
v(Rijm; Pjkn; f) = 0 (4.7)
where (f · D(Rijm) jj D(Pjkm) · f) &&D(Rijm) < D(Pjkm) (4.8)
where (f · D(Pjkm) jj D(Rijm) · f) &&D(Pjkm) < D(Rxjm) (4.9)
where f < DS(Rijm) jj f > DE(Rijm) jj
f < DS(Pjkn) jj f > DE(Pjkn) (4.10)
where (IR(j; Rijm; f) < IP (i; Rijm; f) jj
IR(j; Pjkn; f) < IP (k; Pjkn; f)) &&D(Rijm) < D(Pjkm) (4.11)
where (IR(i; Rijm; f) < IP (j; Rijm; f) jj
IR(k; Pjkn; f) < IP (j; Pjkn; f)) &&D(Pjkm) < D(Rxjm)(4.12)
where Cie > 0 && f < e · D(Rijm) (4.13)
where Cie < 0 && D(Rijm) · e < f (4.14)
where Cke > 0 && D(Pjkn) · e < f (4.15)









??? 4.5 ????? x ? e ?????????????????e ??
??????????? x ?????????????????e ????




??? 4.6 ????? 4.5 ???????????? x ? e ??????
???????????e ????????????? x ????????
?????????e ????????????? x ??????????




?????????????????????????? 0 ???? 4.7 ?
??????????? 4.8 ?? 4.16 ????????













?? 4.13 ?????? e ??????????????????????




?? 4.14 ?????????????????????? 4.13 ?????
?????
?? 4.15 ?? 4.16 ????? k ??????????????????
???????????????? 4.13 ?? 4.14 ???????????
??????????????????? 4.1 ??v(Rijm; Pjkn; f) ?????
???????????????????????????????????






????? C ?????? RAC , RBC ??????? PCF ???????
?????????????? RAC , RBC ????? (0?) ???? PCF ?
???? (2?) ????????????????????????????
? 4.4 ??????????? A, B ??????? F ?????????
??????????????????????? (?) ?????????








???????????? 4.17 ??????????????? RAC ?
?? PCF ??? (? 4.17?? 1 ??) ??????????? RAC ??
????? PCF ??????? (2 ?) ???????????????
v(RAC ; PCF ; f)f0 · f · 2g ?????????????
MAX(
2 ¢ (v(RAC ; PCF ; 0) + v(RAC ; PCF ; 1) + v(RAC ; PCF ; 2)) +
2 ¢ (v(RBC ; PCF ; 0) + v(RBC ; PCF ; 1) + v(RBC ; PCF ; 2)) +
1 ¢ (v(RAD; PDF ; 1) + v(RAD; PDF ; 2)) + 2 ¢ (v(RAE ; PEF ; 0) +




????????? Rij ??????????? Pjk ?????????
????????? f ??????????????? ???? RAC ??

































² ??????????? = ???? / ??? ? 365
² ??????????? = (???? / ???????? + ??? /
???????) / 365









??????????? (???) (?) 59
??????????? (???) (?/?) 0.102
????????? (???) (kY=) 2222





??? MPU: Xeon1 2.8 GHz?Memory: 3 GByte, WindowsXP2?Java JDK
1Xeon ??? Intel ???????
2WindowsXP ? ? Microsoft ???????
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3Lpsolve ??Samuel E. Buttrey ????????????????
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??? 3.3 % ???????????????????/?????????
?? 3 ???????????????????????????????
????????????? 16.7 % (? 5 ?) ?????????????
???????????????????? 1/32 ????????????
































?????????????????????????? ? 4.9 ????
?????? 4.9 ???????????????????????????
?????????????????????260 ????????????
??????????????????1 ?????? 113 ????????
?????????????????? 1000 ?? ? 26 ?????????
???????????????????????? 1500 ????????

















????????? 2.09 1.05 10
?????????? 1.38 0.57 7






















































































































?? 1 ? ?? ??????? (? ?????????????????)??
1 ? ?? ??????uVALUE?????????? ?? ???????
? 1 ? ????? ???????????????
? 2 ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????(?) ?
????????? ?? ???????(?) ?????????? ???
??????? ??????(?) ?????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????
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